Liaison letter on sharing IEEE 802.1 draft documents

Thomas Hahn, LNI 4.0 CEO
hahn.th@siemens.com
Berlin, May 5th 2020

Mr. Glenn Parsons
Chairman of the IEEE 802.1 Working Group
(sent via email glenn.parsons@ericsson.com)

Cc:
John Messenger, Vice-Chair, IEEE 802.1 WG, jmessenger@advaoptical.com
Jessy Rouyer, Secretary, IEEE 802.1, jessy.rouyer@nokia.com
Dr. János Farkas, Chair, IEEE 802.1 TSN TG, janos.farkas@ericsson.com
Ludwig Winkel, Chair, IEC/IEEE 60802, ludwig.winkel@online.de
Karen M. Evangelista, Program Manager, IEEE-SA Governance, k.evangelista@ieee.org
Jodi Haasz, Manager, Operational Program Management, IEEE-SA, j.haasz@ieee.org
Lab Networks Industrie 4.0 e.V., info@lni40.de
Dr. Dominik Rohrmus, LNI 4.0 CTO, dominik.rohrmus@siemens.com
Petra Stockamp, LNI 4.0 Board member, petra.stockamp@telekom.de
Dr. Karl Weber, Beckhoff Automation GmbH & Co. KG, karl.weber@beckhoff.com

Dear Mr. Parsons,
I refer to your draft sharing communication from Nov 14th 2019 and May 4th 2020.
LNI 4.0 is greatly thankful for the trustful and close liaison-based collaboration with your IEEE 802.1 Working Group.
LNI 4.0 downloaded the seven provided documents directly into its password protected and LNI 4.0 member restricted area of our sharepoint. We certainly keep close track that the document area fulfills all required security measures.
LNI 4.0 is aware that these documents may undergo changes at any time. As established on April 15th LNI 4.0 will continue to share all documents created within its testbed. Most importantly this will be the commenting on the drafts. Due to the COVID-19 situation this may take longer and LNI 4.0 is kindly asking for your patience.
LNI 4.0 is looking forward to our next document exchange and wished IEEE 802.1WG all the best for its operations in these extraordinary times.

Kind Regards,

___________________
Thomas Hahn
CEO Lab Networks Industry 4.0 e.V.
Ernst-Reuter-Platz 7
10587 Berlin, Germany
info@lni40.de